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COUNCIL COMMITTEE OVER1'HELMINGL Y IN FAVOR OF NSA
Investigating· Group Returns
1-1 Verdict For Entry
Members of Student Council
•ere given ·this week a report
~n di cat in g the advisability of
Xavier's joining the National Stullents Association. The nine-man
eommittee Which has been lookIng into the pros and cons or NSA
tnembership and particularly the
It e n e r i ts and disadvantages of
:il:aviCr becoming a· member has
~et since October. Gary Tyler,
lunior Class President, was chairman of the committee. The final
teport showed the majority of
eommittee members in favor of
Xavier's entrance into the NSA,
the vote being 8 to 1.
The National Students Association is an organization of over
400 colleges and universities in
the United States. Its main objective is to facilitate an exchange of
Ideas among colleges and, to express student opinion on various
topics of interest. Earlier this year,
NSA president Ed Garvey visited
the campus and spoke at the Leader.ship Conference. Mary Beth

Psychiatrist Joins
· Psychology Staff
Xavier University's Psychology
Department has announced ·that
Dr. Charles D. Feuss, M.D.,· will
join its staff on March 1. Upon
•is al'rival, Dr. Feuss will be appointed associate professor in Psyehology and consultant to the
Verkamp Memorial Psychology
Services Center.
Dr. Feuss will be resigning
· ehortly as superintendent of LongYiew State Hospital in Cincinnati,
in ol'der ·that he mii:?ht itssume his
responsibillties at Xavier. He will,
nevertheless, retain the position of
Medical Director at th~ Hamilton
County Juvenile Court Psychiatric
Clinic.
Educated at Princeton Univer1ity, where he received an A.B.
ai Psychology fn 1943, and at Vanderbilt University Medical School,
where he obtained his M.D. deP'ee in 1946, Dr. Feuss fs not at
all, however; a stranger to the
t:reafer Cincinnati area, having
craduatcd from the local Northern
Kentucky Beechwood High School.
A former superintendent of the
Sastern State Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, Dr. Feuss was also,
lh the past, an instructor ot Psy•iatry at the University of Louis"llle Medical Sclrool and an asso..ate professor ot Psychiatry at
both Marquette University Medical School and the University of
Cincinnati.
Dr. Feuss Is also a former Ma•ne
Corps Captain and Chief of
...
Psychiatry and Sociology.
He is a member of ·the American
lledical Association, the American
Paychiatric Association, and the
American Academy of Psychotherapisa..:
.

Schaub, executive chairman of the
international students committee,
also visited Xavier this winter.
Both spoke to intere~ted students
on the benefits of NSA membership. Jnfo1·mation obt~;n~ti from
these offic~rs of the Or<'anization
·augmented othei· s<'W' ·· - o!' inf01·mation which were t''P.n t"oroughly investigated by the committee.
· The majority of those favoring
Xavier's entrance felt that the
NSA would greatly benefit the
school. A ·principal advantage put
forth was the opportunity Xavier
would have to share and exchange
ideas and accomplishments with
students from other universities.
Most members felt that the only
way Xavier could clearly discover
how the NSA might benefit the
school would be to join, perhaps
on a trial basis.
Most felt that it would be a big
step forward for Xavier to become an active member of the
NSA-to show itself as "one of
the learling Catholic educational
institutions in. America." Objec- .
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joining. "If they (the NSA) are
Administration o ff i c i al s an- located at Herald and Ledgewood Walters, the chapei will stand at
doing the wrong thing (in their nounced last week that the gep.- Avenues.
the head of the new mall being
political stands), Xavier should eral contract for the constr·uction
Made possible through a gift of constructed in front of Alter Hall.
try to conect it rather than bury of. the St. Robert Bellarmine the Williams family, the chapel Completion of the new Bellarmine
its head in the sand." Two mem- Chapel had been awarded. Rev. will be completed by November 1, Chapel is planned as the next step
bers voted "yes" with the express Victor B. Nieporte, s,J., Executive 1962. Distinguishing feature of the in Xavier's present building pro•
stipulation that X av i e r could Vice-President, named the Uni- 400-capacity ch ape l will be a gram, to be followed by further
withdraw in a ·year's time should versal Contracting Company as hyperbolic parabaloid roof. De- expansion of the library when the
there be any doubt concerning the builder of the new chapel, to be. signed by Architect Albert V. present chapel area is vacated.
benefits derived.
The "ayes" felt that the method
of choosing representatives to the
annual conm·ess would determine
how beneficial the NSA would be
to Xavier. One member felt that
a reconstitution of the committee
The Xavier grant Is one of 350, for those able undergraduates cato find a solution to the represenXavier University has received
tation pr_oblem would be adv is- $11,000 f o r undet'graduate re- amounting to $3.8 million, award- pable of becoming creative scienable. ~nother felt that delegates search projects from the National ed to colleges, universities, and tists or engineei;s. The stl'ess in
should include those in such po-' Science Foundation, it was an- nonprofit research institutions this the program is placed upon the
year for this program. The pro- need 9f the student to grow as an
sitions as Editor of the NEWS, nounced February 9, 1!162.
gram has, as its objective, the de- independent scholar, through acStudent. Council President, and
The funds were divided be- velopment of superior students of tivities characterized by freedom
Social C-haitman-those who could
tween the Chemistry and Physics science in their understanding of for the student to demonstrate his
derive most benefit from discusDepartments.
sions with students from other
research investigate procedures capacity for creative enterprise
colleges.
Dr. Harvey A. Dube, professor and scientific methods. The pro- with minimal supervision. StuThe lone opposing· committee of chemistry, is in charge of an gram is now in its fourth year.
dents receive non;iinal stipends
member felt that the NSA, being integrated research program for
The
program
furnishes
suppo1-t
while engaged in the programs.
"largely preoccupied with leetist which the 'NSF allotted $8,600 to
produce and "profile" according
political activity" would not conto chemical pmperties of aromatic
cretely benefit Xavier in any manarsonic and phosonic acids, manner.
delic acid derivatives. Six underRoger Gstalder, as assistant graduate students will take part
chairman of the committee, sub- in the project to be carried out
mi~ted the majority report; the chiefly . during the forthcoming
minority report was delivered by summer. Tha·ee other chemistry
Xavier University students will were boycotted by merchants and
professors will assist Dr. Dube in
Robert Ry~n. Council will weigh
have
an oppoi·tunity next week to banks when they sought help. The
supervision of the project.
the committee's findings and vote
h
fi t h d
t
b incident resulted in a special inJohn B. Hart, chairman of the ear a rs - an repor on pro - '. vestigation by agents of the FBL
on the issue next Monday, Februphysics department, received a lems of racial discrimination in j Vice-chail'man of the Civic and
ary 19.
grant of $2,400 to supervise a re- the South. The -Rev. Jim Dowdy,: Welfare League of Fayette Coun•
search project to determine me- a Negro minister from Fayette: ty, Tenn., Rev. Dowdy is in Cinchanical impedance of a sphere County, Tennessee, will sp ea k cinnati to attend a rally sponsored
vibrating in a visco-elastic sub- here next Wednesday of his ex- by a local group, Operntion Fi·eeSunday, February 11, the Xavier stance which will
• d is- ctom. The announcement of his ap· furnish data on periences during last years
Faculty CommUtee will sponsor
matching
impedances,
forced
harI manic oscillations with· damping, turbances in his home state·' pearance at Xavier emphasized
the frist of a series of sympo a
T
bl
b
.
. F
tt
d
Pope John XXW's Mater et and piezo-elech·ic crystals. Some rou e
egam in
aye e an that studeni.:; were not to expect
00
of the concepts learned, Hart said, Haywood Counties when seven a polished and educated speaker,
Macis&ra IEHCJclleal. It wiH . be will also be valid in the fields of hundt'ed Neg1·0 cilizens a·egistered but 1·athe1· a plain Tennessee
beld in the XU Armor)' at I p.m. elecctronics, electricity, and acous- foa· the vot.e. All those who regis- p1·eache1· whose close contact with
Admission is rree and open io &bejtics. Two students will work on j lel'ed subsequently received evic- racial problems is the best posseneral p11blio.
this project dul'ing the summer. I tioo noticea in tetaliatioo, and sible qualification £01· his task.

National Science Foundation Award
Granted To XU Science Departments

Tennessee Baptist Minister
'fo Speal{ On Discrimination

I

Reminder
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Pase Twe

HERE tlrere is mucl1 desire la learn,
tlrere of necessity will be mucl1 ai:guing,
W
mucl1 writing, many opinio1!1: for
in
good men is but knowledge

api'!io~

111

the making.

John Milton

Campus Conformism
Revisited
Since our editorial "Conventional XU?"'
appeared (Jan. 12) we have heard various
comments on the meaning of conventionality at Xavier. According to the description
given in the editorial, the conventional personality "prefers structured numerical .and
verbal activities and subordinate roles ..•
conforming . . . identifies with power, externals, and status." Whatever the validity
of the Environmental Assessment Technique-it has only moderate validity according to its authors-the notion of conventionality deserves to be examined more concretely.

. \

"Are we supposed to grow beards?" one
student might ask slyly, Of course, great is
the temptation to display our masculinjty,
to throw off the shackles imposed by custom, and to defy a giant conspiracy of razorblade manufacturers. 'Nevertheless, because
beard-growing itself may be conforming and
is always just an external concern, it does
not necessarily imply non-conventionality.
"Then I guess we have to read a lot of
books?" Again, book-reading can be as conventional as anything else. When it is not a
n1eans of seeking truth or wisdom, but only
a pastime, book-reading seems to be a "subordinate role." When it is only an instrument of grade-mongering, studying is geared
to seeking a certain kind of status.
We agree that conventionality is somehow wrnng. We should not let our Jives be
completely ruled by the constant barrage of
influences we undergo. We should not make
it our ambition to identify ourselves· with
an image of the average man. And yet there
is no real sense in acting. one way because

the majority acts the other way, for then we
are involved In a kind of reverse conventionality.
.Where the conventional man shows his
real colors is ·in a situation in "•hich the
co.de of the majority, or his public image,
causes him to betray a value which transcends all opinions and customs and images.
A conventional man is essentially value
blind.
If we want to be rea1Jy concrete in our
understanding of conventionality as involving value-blindness we do not have to look
far for a perfect example: segregation in
Cincinnati of Negro college students by
places frequented and -supported by white
college students. Value-blindness here is obvious, for instead of being regarded in their
transcendent value as persons, Negroes are
looked on as economic factors by some Cincinnati businessmen or as annoyances by
pleasure-seeking feUow students who do ~ot
want to alter the present convenient set-up.
In this instance, there is no need to look fo1•
a psychologist's analysis to be able to speak
of a "Conventional UC" as wen as a "Conventional XU.''
If we mention segregation of Negro college students instead of color dl11crimination
in aeneral it is only to bring the issue nearer
to home. The deep-rooted value-blindness of
our age forces .the foUowing sad commentary: we will not recognize the evil of segregation even in the face of an alwaysthreatening nuClear destruction which will
be no respecter of the nice distinctions of
our civilization.
·
·

Council And The NSA
Is Xavier ready to abandon isolationism?
This question is before Student -Council in
the form of a resolution to join the Nation-

,.

Farm Surpluses

pluses are not sold, the taxpayers

,.·

have lost nine billion dollars. Not
fast, my friend. J a ck has
learned a new trick. The surpluses
aren't worth nine billion dollars,
fiays Jack. They're worth only seven-and-a-half · billion. Therefore,'
it Congress should vote to burn
the surpluses, the loss (excluding
the cost of matches) would be only
seven-and-a-half billion and not
nine billion, as you simple souls
may think.
so

.The· NSA bas been endorsed by such
men as former .President Eisenhower. The
NEWS believes that the time has come
for Xavier to join such ·brethren as Notre
Dame, Catholic University, and Fordham as
members of the NSA. Jn· endorsing Xavier's
entry into NSA, the NEWS reaffirms its
belief that it is time for the voice of students to be heard.

your native son. But don't'let t h i s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - stop you from trying.

Frank Polk

.John Kennedy has found a new
method of reducing farm surpluses
more quickly than you can name
his in-laws.
Tl c
d't c d't c
1
e ommo. 1 Y re 1 orporation buys, say, some nine billion
dollars worth of surpluses. Now
you might think that, if these sur-

al Student Association. 'A committee of
nine student leaders bas been stu9ying the
NSA for more than six weeks. After hearing from the NSA itself on one hand, and
the Young Americans for Freedom et al.,
on the other hand, this committee (which
included both liberals_ and conservatives)
voted 8-1 in favor of Xavier's entry into
NSA.
The committee members stressed the fact
that NSA would enable Xavier to exchange
ideas with and draw on the experiences of
other colleges and universities across. the
United States and across the .world. The
Jone dissenter voiced the opinion that "the
weight of the evidence clearly illustrates
that the NSA is largely preoccupied with
leftist po1itical activity." If the weight of·the
evidence was so "cleur," then why was this
not evident to any other member of the
committee? This dissenter bad ample time
to produce evidence to support his allegations. We think it, is significant that no
conclusive proof has been produced. The
minority seems to prefer opinionated adjectives to proof.
The people who oppose. NSA are, for the
most part, the same ones who gloried in
the Buckley appearance and the "Now or
Never" program last fa11. If it is association with politics they fear, then let them
remember that the name of Xavier was associated with the -partisan poJitics of Mr.
Buckley and "Now or Never.''

land. And who knows? This might
just help the Democratic Party
win some elections.

When sanity 'dictates that we
foil Castro by cutting off tobacco
trade, what does the politician do'!
He attends a football game to
smoke a· cigar. Then a picture of
"cigar with· Jack" appea1·s in every newspaper. Next, a pause for
reflection on t.obacco trade. with
Cuba while cigar manufacturers
take notice of "cigar with Jack."
Finally, regretful president cuts
off ·trade but retains the love of
Tampa (home of Havana cigars)
tobacco-men.

Conservative Corner
Guest Columnist: ;,r, Helselman, '6'

Ed. Note: <;:amptts co11servati-ves are invited to submit articles
for this feature,

.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

Suppose John and Mary, married just would not be the perfectly
for some years now, suddenly w~nderful place it used to be if
found themselves to be incom- John and Mary were to split, and
patible and decided to separate therefore sent a committee of the
It is obvious that politics plays
·
for the good of their children. biggest, strongest men in Fair Lee
a little part in the administraThen suppose the Better Neigh- Perfect Knoll Acres Heights to
tion's decisions. It was mere co-·
borhood Citizens' Reform Commit- walk into the young couple's home
incidence that the great farming
tee, consisting of John and Mary's and to beat up John and twist
tat 0 f T
h
omniscent f.1· i ends, relatives, Mllry's arm until they both gave
s e·
exas was one of t e very
With this lesson in mind, how ~md what nots, decided that Fair 'in and agreed not to separate,
f
ew s t a t es t 0 b e gran t e d h'ig h er would you suppose that Jack pulls Lee Perfect Knoll Acl'Cs Heights.
(Continued OD Pare 7)
quotas. It was another coincidence Ivotes up north? By pushing milk,
that the great pioneer in atomic of course. Just circulate pictures
research, Rice Inst it u t'e, was of "glass of milk with Jack" and
blessed with a lucrative project watch those votes pour in.
by the greatest. politician of our
There's no doubt about Jack's
age. Fellow states, look at the
many gifts that you will be of- preoccupation with elections. He's
fered if you too threaten to leave going to run again. Why else
the Democratic fold. Confidential- would he favor· the elimination of
ly, it helps if the vice-president is literacy tests for voters?

I

One wonders why Jack doesn't
totally devaluate the surplus. Then
if we could not dump it somewhere, there would be absolutely
no loss to the taxpayer. That
Jack's an economic genius!
Perhaps he'll save full devaluation for his own campaign,. But a
moderate use of this wizardry was
not to be delayed. For the last
wagonload that came back from
the New Frontier had one billion
dollars worth of nugatory surpluses. But the taxpayer need not
prospect for n~1ggets to buy out
the Soybeqn Special. Just add the
billion to the bill. Why Jack still
has saved us a hall billion with
bis wizardry. '!'hank God for Jack
Kennedy!

Pu'Jlhbed weeklJ t'iurlng the ccbool rear escep'. durta1 ••catloa perlclda bJ Xnler
UnlversltJ, Hamilton CountJ. Evn.~ton. Olnclnaatl, Ohio. 11.liO per rear.
Entered •• second class mnt!ei October '· 1946 at tte Poat Olllce a&
Cincinnati, Ohio under tb1 &et of Marcil S, 1871f.
Editorial oplnfon1 expressed In •bla paper are the oph:lone o• t11e editors alone.
The1 do not necenarllr expres1 tbe opinions of tbe olllclals uf Xnle< Ualnr11t1 aor
of the student bodJ of Xavier taken a1 a wbole unleH •11eclllcallr 1tattd.
Opinions of columnists are cntlrelj tbelr owu aad need aot repre11a't tll1 Dplnloa
of tbe editorial board er of anr member tbereof.

EDITOR·IN·ClllEF ...• , , , , •••.• , , •••...•• , •••• , ••••• , .• , .. Len Scbn1alti:, '63
EXECUT.IVE EDITOR, •• , , •• , •• , •• , .. , ••.• , , •...... , ••.. , .. Tbad Llndae1, '63
NEWS EDITOR , •... , ... , .••..•. ··•· ...•. , , , , , , • , • , , , , , ••.. Don Leonard, '63
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR •..••••..••••..•••••••••••..•••.. Garr Deane, '63
llDITORIA.'... WRITER , •• , , • , •• , ••. , ....•• , , , . , , , •••.•.....•. Jim Lawler, '63
SPORTS EDITOR •...•• , •• , •• , •••••..•••• , , , ••••.•..••••. Ken Calllln11r, '6'
Moreover,. since we did save
ASSOCIATE EDITOR. ... , , • ,. ........ , , , • , , • , ............. ,Jolin Brunln1, '63
1-0me money (with which, ol
COLUMNISTS •....••.• , , , ,'; ••• , •••• ,, .. Fraak •olk, '62; 'wallJ Buellmana, '12
course, to buy more sul'piwies),
REPORTERS: Tom Haaek; '113; OllarlH Dorenkott, 'G3; Dnid Cook, '16; .11!•H
.Jaek thou1ht that thea·e would be
RelHlmaa, 'I'; Kip .... '6'; Barr, Foster, '12; TO• R•l•iek, '13; JODI Gal9iD,
ao harm. done if production quota.Ii
•111; lltlrl llcOatrrer, 'H;
l'IJan, 'ta; Jee LH•Hd, 'Iii; lff llei1..er, :e:s;
were raised in &be 'old frontier'l'ia
'H; Dia Weller, !f6.

•-a,

••t

.Feb. 12, 19.(?)~Z

·
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NSA = Political

his classes· so profitable that all
of us attended faithfully. On the
oth~r ~and,. I once ~aw an athlete
maintain has full-time status by
.
with doing less than his best. Per- submitting false excuses when he Dear Sir:
haps he is in school for a college accidentally over-cut a course.
During the last several months
degree (and all its material conI propose · that all regulations members of this Committee have
sequences) rather than a .college made regardiq attendance be re- been engaged in gathering evieducation. A weakness in either of move<I, if only for a short period dence concerning the operation of
the essential parts of a university, of trial. Instead, I suggest that the United States National Student Association•
student body and faculty, is
.
a one state very simply the imporThe distillation. of the facts preweakne!!S in the, university as a lance of attending every class. I
whole.
believe the students and faculty sented .to this body during that
Could Xavier remove its at- of Xavier University are of such period inevitably leads to the contendance regulation? I think so, high quality that most students clusion that the Association, defor I am led to believe that the will welcome the responsibility of spite its ostensible purpose "to
rule we have now is not especially choosing to come to class and that maintain academic freedom, aca•
•
· professors will be plea~ed demic responsibility and student
necessary or 1 effective.
For ex- t h eir
ample, I have had one teacher to see !1ow many students are
who announced that he did not really eager to learn.
believe in taking roll. Yet he made
Edward L. Spitznagel, '62.

Letters to the Editor
;Misnomer
Dear Sir:
I feel that the students-or Xavier
should he told that the dance
called "The Junior Weekend
.Dance'' is not connected with the
. Junior Class or the Prom CommHtee. Rather it is being spon· 501'ed by Fr. Holland's Sodality.

The Junior Class and the Prom
Committee bad originally secured
the hall and made preliminal'y arrangernen~s for this dance; then
the Sodahty
and
claimed
that stepped
it had forward
made plans
. earlieL' to use this weekend for its
own dance. The Sodality took
) over, after much of the wol'k had
·. been done, and over the pl'Otests
oc members of the Prom Commit. tee. They took advantage of the
Prom Committee's publicity for
the Junior Prom, and named it,
etToncously, "The Junior Weekend Dance." Yet. the Juniors will
gel none of the profit or benefits
from this so-called "Junior
Dance." Would not the Sodality
be a little more fair in calling
it what it really is, the "Sodality
Weeket'ci Dance" instead . of ti·ying to use the Junior Class and
the Prom as their i'front"?

i

(Writer requested name be withi1e!cl.)
·

Pressure Group

In fact, it would seem that an
attendance regulation would have
to be construed as an insult to
the whole university. Why would
a student cut class? First, the fault
might lie with the teacher, who
~my be so incompetent that· the
student finds his classes a sheer
waste of time. Or the student may
be to blame. On the assumption
~hat the student is a mature person and can foresee the probable
cor..sequcnces of hls actions, we

must conclude that he b content

e Condemned a re q u e s t by
Pe n n s y 1 v a n i a Representative
Francis Walter which called for
legislation to require the registra•
tion of foreign propaganda dispatched through the United States
mail.
• Called for the abandonment
of loyalty oaths.
(Continued on Page 4)

THE MANY LOVES OF
THORWALD DOCKSTADER
When Thorwald Dockstader-sophomore, epicure, and sportsman-first took up smoking, he did not simply choose the first
· brand of cigarettes thnt cnmc to hand. He .did wllflt any
sophomore, epicure, and sportsman would do: he snmpled sev·
eral brands until he found the very best-a mild, rich, flavorful
smoke-an endless source of comfort nnd satisfaction-a smoke
that never palled, never foiled to please-a smoke thnt age
could not wither nor custom stalc_:_a filter cigarette with an
unfiltered taste-Marlboro, of course!
Similarly, when Thorwa\d took up girls, he did not simply
select the first one who came nlong. He sampled. :First he
dated an English literature major no.med Elizabeth Barrett
Schwartz, o. wisp of a girl with large, luminous eyes nnd a soul
that sl1immcrcd with a pale, unearthly beauty. Trippingly,
trippingly, she walked with Thorwald upon the beach and sat
with him behind a windward dune and listened to a conch shell
and sighed sweetly and took out a little gold pencil and a little
morocco notebook and wrote a. little poem:

HOMOGENIZED

QUALITVY' CHEKD

I 10ill lie 11pon tM shore,
I will be a dreamer,
I toill feel the sea once more.
Poundi11g on my femur.
'rhorwa\d's seco~d date was with a physical education JMjor

I am certain that many of us,
when we first came to Xavier
~1·om various secondary schools,
looked upon the rule as providing
six hours of 1 e g a Ii zed hooky.
What teacher, in warning a student about three or four absences,
docs not sometimes hear, "But we
get six cuts, don't we?" The fact
is, some students cannot afford to
take even one or two cuts in a
course, but they often misinterpret the rule to say that six cuts
al'e their right. In my opinion,
taking even one cut from a good
teacher is a. mistake, for, as one
of my teachers remarked, the efficiency w i ~ h · which a person
learns is probably higher in class
than at any other time.
Not only ls the rule subject to
misinterpretation, it is also subject to imitation. Ask any freshman about special attendance rules
in theology and in language lab01·atory. While the good student
will seldom miss a class and therefore should not run afoul of any
attendance regulation, he probably
will feel insulted that someone
should try t'o apply force to him
where force is not necessary.

The current CodlfieaUon of Pol•
fey of the NSA speaks out on 77
diverse issues. or this total, 46 res•
olutions are blatantly political in
nature. By way of illustration, the
NSA has witllin the last year:

(Atllhor of" Rall.y Round 'l'hc Flag, Boys", "'l'hc lllany
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

Cut System
Evaluated
Here at Xavier attendance at
classes is controlled by a very
familiar rule which we might call
the "rule of slx cuts." The purpose of this rule is obvious: to
make certain that the student attends enough classes that he prof.its· from the course he is taking.
'I would like to ask whether this
rule is a good one. That is, does
'it really serve the purpose for
which it was made, and does it
do so wilh a minimum of bad effects?

I

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;:;;:;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;==========~=-------

• • •
Dear-Sir:

rights," is In the final nnalysis
nothing more than a thinly veiled
political pressure g_roup.

Absent-mind6d Professor
Not so absent-minded when you get
right down to it. He remembered the
most important item-the Coke! Yes,
people will forgive you almost anythinc
. i~ you just remember to bring along
_ their favorite sparkling drink-ice-cold
. Cocia·Cola. Do have another, professor!

1

named Peaches Glendower, n broth of a girl with a ready smile
and a size 18 neck. She took Thorwald down to the cinder track
where they did 100 laps to open the pores. Then they played
four games of squash,_ six sets of tennis, 36 holes of golf, nine
innings of one o'cat, six ehukkers of lacrosse, and a mile and a.
quarter of leapfrog. Then they went ten rounds with eight.
ounce gloves and had heaping bowls of whey and exchanged a.
firm handshake and went home to their respective whirlpool
baths.
Thorwald's final date was with a golden-haired, crenmybrowed, green-eyed, red-lipped, full-calved girl named Totsi
Sigafoos. Totsi was not majoring in anything. As she often ~aid,
"Gee whillikers, what's college for anyhow-to fill your head
full of icky old facts, or to discover the shining essence thnt ia
YOU?"
Totsi started the evening with Thorwnld at n luxurious
restaurant where she consumed her own weight in Cornish rock
lien. From there they went to n deluxe movie palace where
Totsi had popcorn with butter. Then she had n bag of chocolate
covered raisins-also with butter. Then they went ton costly
ballroom and did the Twist till dawn, tipping the band every
eight burs. Then they went to I\ Chinese restnurant where
Totsi, unable to translate the menu, solved her problem by
ordering one of everything. Then Thorwnld took her to the
women's dorm, boosted her in the window, and went downtown
to wnit for the employment o!ftce to open.
While wniting, Thorwald thought over all of his girls and
cnmc to a sensible decision. "I think," he said to himself, "that
I will stick with Marlboros. I am not rich enough for girls.'•
ij!i 1002 Maa Sbuho. .

• • •
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!!!.!:!:! REFRESHED

lotlltcl uncltr authority of 1ht Coca~a Company 1t1
COCA-CGl.A IOTILING WOllS COMPANY

Jlarlboro, l1owever, is ricl1 enougl1 for anybody, It take•
miglitg good makin's to give you unfiltered taste in a tilter
cigarette. That's tl1e flavor you get in t11e famous IUarlboro
recipe from Richmond, Virginia. l'ou get a lot to like.
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Foar·

Pressure Group
(Continued from Page 3)
• Vehemently advocated th e
11boJ;tion of the House Committee
on lTn-American Activities.
• Flatly condemned all forms
of colonialism and sent protests
directly to the governments of
France and Portugal casti1'ating
them for their colonial policies.
e Denounced ·united States support of the abortive refugee invasion of Cuba in April, 1961.
In other statements they have
repre•;ented the American college
student by issuing resolutions on
such topics as nuclear testing, Latin American policy, emerging African nations, and agricultural
migratory workers. Obviously,
such proclamations are not within the ordinary realm of student
affairs. In each case, however, the
NSA has justified its position by
stating that the issues passed upon
concern academic freedom. Therefore, they reason. the issues are
within the scope of the NSA. This
rationalization has a suspiciously
familiar ring.
The particular positions assumed. by the NSA on these issues
is less important than the fact
that they arrived at these positions by questionable means. The
NSA regional coordinator who
visited the Xavier campus in November admitted to members of
this Committee that delegates ·at
an NSA Congress last year passerl
44 resolutions on major ·national
and international issues In a 14
hour period. This haste allowed a
mere 20 minutes for discussion
and debate of each issue in a committee of more than 200 delegates.
Moreover, she conceded that the
delegates themselves, ·who purport to represent before the nation and the world the opinions
of a million American students
enrolled in . aaa member colleges.
are seldom elected by the student
bodies involved. She added that
the NSA constitution makes no
specific provision for. the method
by which delegates are chosen and
confessed that this was an inher,ent structural weakness. Most of
the delegates, she noted, are appointed by the student councils of
the mernber ·schools.
It is quite apparent that the
members of Student Council are
not elC'cted by the student .body
on the basis of their na.tional ·or
internaitonal political convictions.
It is thereto1·e inconsistent that
the members of Student Council
should be empowered to appoint
delegates to national and international conventions to represent
the Xavier student body on controversi<il political issues. If delegates must be chosen to politically
represent the Xavier student population-which is highly doubtful
-t11ese representatives should be
chosen by means of a general election whereby those students rep.,rescnted may have a. direct voice
in the selection.
There has been no evidence
!'11bmitted to this Committee which
might tend to substantiate the
contention that membership in the
N a t i o n a I Student Association
would in any manner benefit
Xavier University. It has been
feebly suggested that Xavier, once
a member of the group in question, could act as a positive, guiding force to correct" that organization's innate structural errors and
redirect its obviously imprudent
policies. However, it is highly unlikely that such a move would
result in anything but the official
involvement o! this university in
partisan politics and its subsequent
identification with the entire NSA
platform.
After thorough consideration of
the evidence presented to this
Committee it is therefore recommended that Xavier University
Student Council decline membeJ'~h ip in the United States National
Student Association.
Robert A. Ryan, Jr., '65,
Student Council
Jnvestieation Committee.

ISopl1omo.-e Ernie Religious Vocation Week
Duh1·ul Nan1ed
Spt•ite Winner
Ernest F. DuBml, sophomore
L~tin major from Cincinnati, and
three students from other Ohio
colleges-Marvin A. Goldberg of
Ohio University, John C. Marceca
of Kent State. University. and Edgai· J. Cummms of A!1hocMh co1Iege - have won Sprite
K 11
.
. •·h f
spor ts cars,. t op prizes m ~ e a 11
GRAND PRIX SWEEPSTAKES,
sponsored by Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Company for Ohio colIeges only,
Jn addition to the four Sprites,
twenty-six Ohio students, including Donald Uebbing, also of Xavier University, were awa1·ded
RCA-Victor Clock Radios as consolation prizes· in the fall L&MChesterfield Sweepstakes.
The Sprite and clock radio winners held license plate serial numhers announced recentiy. '.rhe winning numbers were selected at
random by an electronic computer
under the superv1s1on of the
GRAND PRIX judges, from the
many thousands of Sweepstakes
entries submitted.
Although as a fall Sweepstakes
winner, Ernie is ineligible for one
of the four Sprites to be awarded
in the sp;·ing GRAND PRIX
SWEEPSTAKES, it's not likely
he'}] be competing. When last
seen, he wcis floating on air . . .
attention: N. A. S. A.!!

Scheduled For March Date
Xavier University's R~ligious cations to~ found on campus. • • •
Wellare Committee has designated The archdiocesan fathers and the
March 11. to 19 as Religious Voca- .many congregations represented in
1
tion Week at Xavier. Plans for the the Cincinnati area perform many
program-the first of its kind at !.diverse and important functions.
Xavier - are being advanced by 'It is, we feel, our responsibility
the Committee with the coopera- to try
best we may to foster
tion of Rev. John Boyle, Archdio- vocatio_ns for all these arroups."
cesan Director of Vocations.
Throughout the entire month of
· ·
·
t
According to present plans, March there will be printed ma ·
. .
h dif
there will be representatives from ter available con~r.ning t e . all of the men's religious orders ferent types of rehg1ous vocations
and congregations which function and information on the different
in the Cincinnati area. on campus religious orders participatinl in
for Religious Vocation Day, Mon- the prograi:n. During most of the
day, March 19. Father Ratterman, Vocation Week itself the reprechairman of the Religious Welfare sentatives of these orders. will be.
Committee, has thus far been no- on campus.
tified that besides Father Boyle
who will 'represent the archdiocesan priests, representatives from
the lollowing groups will take
pa~t in the program: Society of
the Most Precious Blood, Home
Robert L. Garner, president of
Missioners of America, Sons of the the Intemational Finance CorSacred Heart, Maryknoll Fathers, poration, will give the keynote
Franc1·scan Fathers, Dom1·n1'can a dd ress a t th e e1'ghth an n ua 1 Con Fathers, and the Christian Broth- ference on International Affairs
ers.
to be held February 16 at the
'Jt
b .
I N th 1 d H 1 on, egmIn regard to why. the Religious Ho
· t e t e er an
.
Welfare Committee is preparing nmg a 2 :00 p.m.
this program, Fa~her Rattermarl
The Conference is being sponsaid: " ... (the Committee) is con- sored by the Cincinnati Council on
vinced that Xavier University has World Affairs in cooperation -with
an obligation to provide religious the University of Cincinnati and
vocations for all the needs of the Xavier University on the theme,
Church. While the Jesuit Fathers "Underdeveloped Counh·ies-Cru· cial Factor in Cold War."
a 1ways we1come voca t'ions t o th eir
own ranks, they by no means feel
The Conference program will
that their conducting. of this uni- also include three panels comversity entitles them to the ex- posed of National leaders in eduelusive field of the religious vo- cation, government and business.

I

as

International Allair1
Conlaence Held Today

Their topics will be:· "Trade Policies. With Special Emphasis on
Latin Ame1·ica 1" "Economic Development ·Programs, With Special
Emphasis on South Asia," and
"Political Relations with the Underdeveloped Countries, w:th Special Emphasis on the Ne\v Nation•
of Africa." The Honorable George
w. Ball, Under Szcretary o~ State;
win give the principal a·· ·'ress to
close the Conference following
dinner.
Mr. Garner accepted hi~ present
position in 1956 after sel'vice as
vice president of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Develop~ent for nine years. He has
also held the positions of Financial Vice President and Director of
General Foods Corporation and
Treasurer and Vice President of
the Guaranty Trust Company. A
graduate of Vanderbilt University,
NashviJle, Tenn., he served in the
Army during World War I.
Information about rescrv<itions
to the Conference which is open
to the public may be obtained at
the Council on World Affah·s oflice fn the Dixie Terminal Building, Fourth and Walnut Slrc~ls.
w·n·
A M't h 11 f 0
1
. iam
· .! c. e •
rm er
chairman of tl'e board of the CenT
c
.
·
·
tral
rust
. ::·.T)any, 1s r>enera1
chairman of the Conferenc~:

Career Cues:

"This age of specialization
opens special ;Qpportunities ·
for the well-rounded man!''
..

· Robert Saudek, Preaident
Robert. Saudek Aaaociatea, Ina.

"'The more specialists society creates to cope with its
complexities, the easier it can be for a non-specialist to
achieve success. ·
If that seems paradozical, look at it this way: the more
men who go out for specific positions on the ball club,
the more chance you have to wind up as manager!
Today's world - in government, business, the arts, even
•cience-needs the well-rounded man. He's the man who

can see the entire picture ..• the man who can draw on a
broad background of knowledge, evaluate the problem,
then.assign the details to specialists.
·
The world of entertainment may seem somewhat speeial, but it's a case in point~ These days, it demands more
··of its people than ever ~fore. Today's musical comedy
score is often as 11<>phisticated as grand opera. Drama
draws heavily ori psychology and history. Television productions are concerned with nuclear science and political
1cience. If you've ever watched 'Omnibus' you may have
seen how our productions have run the gamut of a wide
range of man's interests.
So I suggest to you that even though you may concentrate on one special field of interest, keep your viewpoint
br0ad. Keep your colleae cutticulum as diversifi~ as possible. Attend lectures and concerts, the theatres and museums. Above all, read and read, and listen and listen!
But pay scant heed to the oracle who says there's no route
to the top but that of 1pecialization. I don't believe it!"

leliert St111tleli i1 the creator of many of
television'• mOlt famou1 programa-including the award-winning "Omnibu1"
1erin. Former network eirecutive and
head of
TV-Radio Workllhop of
the Ford Foundation, Bob enjoy• a
"Camel break". He'• been • Camel fan
lince underpaduate day1 at Harvard.

die

And for a special kind of smoking satisfaction •••

Have a real cigarette-Camel
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE
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NEWS
Kirvin, Geiger Shine As
XU Tri~s Dayton, warriors

Top Te11

I-Ohio State

2-Cincinnati

At 12:45 Sunday morning, I finally learned that Xavier· had won . Xavier's Muskies broke a prece- rebound and jumped at the free

its first road game in nine tries by beating .Mai:quette, 68-61.. Earlier clent by beating Dayton away from throw circle.
Leo McDermott came up with
1~ the evenin~ I ha~ heard one Cincin.nati. c,innoµ.ncer say. '.'Xavier and the planks of Schmidt Memorial

3-KentuckJ'

4-Bradley

5-Kansas State
Fieldhouse and followed it up with the ball and was fouled by Gora win over Marquette at Milwau- don Hatton. Leo sank both free
Ii-Mississippi State
kee. Two wins away from home
throws for a 72-69 lead with 49
'7-1..oyola of Chlcaro
in the same week were more than
even the most optimistic Mus- seconds to go. Gordon Hatton fol8-Duquesne
keteer fans could have hoped for. lowed up with a field goal to nar9-0re«on Sta&e
On Wednesday night, before row the count to 72-71.
4,226 fans at the Cincinnati Gar10-Duke
~Contlnlled on P•l'e I)
dens, X gained revenge on Tom
·----------------------· Blackburn's Dayton Flyers by the
tune of 72-71. Coach McCafferty,
It is my op1mon that Billy Kirvin was the key man in Xavier's with Tommy Malone ineJigible
win over Dayton. Kirvin hit 7 of 10 'field go.al tries and cashed in his and Leo McDermott not feeJing up
fi:-le free throw chance as the Muskies rolled to a ·40-27 ·halftime lead. to par, moved forward Frank
Kirvin was O for 2 from the floor and didn't attempt a foul shot in Pinchback to guard for the first
the second half. In both stanzas his heretofore unrecognized value was time in his college career and
NUREMBERG'~
in dribbJing the ball into the front court. While other Xavier players Frank performed admirably, leadwere treating the roundball Jike a hot potato, Kirvin calmly eluded ing the scoring with 17 points and
the pressing Flyer guards and successfully maneuvered his way pulling off 8 rebounds. Also startover the mid-court line. The f&st-fading Musketeers (X went with- ing for X was Billy Kirvin at
out a field goal in the final 9 minutes and 25 seconds of the game guard, Jack Thobe and Joe Geiger
and totaled only seven points in i'he last nine and a half minutes) at forwards and Bob .Pelkington
couldn't have bested the "never-say-die" Flyers without Kirvin's at center.
~droit ballhandling.
The Muskies held a 13 point
It was nice to defeat Tom Blackburn for a change. (His coaching lead at intermission 40-27. Fm·
record against Xavier is 23-9.) Although I belong to the "it's not how the first half, X hit better than
you won, but if you won" school of thought, the pleasure over XU's 50% while the Flyers hit merely
72-71 victol'y soothed little of the stb·: :::.licted by 87-64, 94-71 and 27% of their shots ..
••Beet actor!"
64-48 pastings at the hands of the F.<ycrs. I think we are at least
Midway in the second period,
• 1Be11t 11Creenplay !"
fifteen points better than Dayton, yet at the finish we're hanging on the Muskies had lengthened their
"One of the
1ear'1 10 beat!"
lead to 15, 63-48. But at this point,
for "dear life."
Ntw Yorlr
What about Xavier's future cage fortunes? The Musketeers still Gary Roggenburk a Muskie neme. ~~~
Film Critics
· have a shot at a post-season tournament bid. Our chances of receiving sis from way back, started to
a bid to the NCAA appear to be very remote. Loyola (Chicago) should work. Scoring 15 of his team's
definitely be an at-large selection. If the Muskies could defeat Louis- next 19 points, he cut the lead to
\dlle convincingly (this column was written prior to the U of L game), a single point 68-67 with 3:27 reWestern Kentucky and Cincinnati (a large order in anybody's league), maining, the last 5 points coming
they might possibly be considered for an NCAA bid. Right now Louis- on a single play. Roggenburk,
ville has the. inside track on the other at-large bid for the region. having stolen the ball, dribbled in
The Cardinals don't have a too impressive. won-lost slate but they for a layup and Billy Kirvin made
have slaughtered Wichita and Xavier in Louisville and lost to Bradley what looked Jike a clean block of
in the final second. Another drubbing from U of L and XU':; slim his shot. But Referee Harold John'lCAA possibility would disinl.e/trate. As for the NIT, Detroit. Day- son called Billy for a foul and
~on, St. John's, Villanova, Provic'ence and Duquesne could probably then slapped him with a techenter immediately. The second-plr.ce team in the .Missouri Valley nical, even though Billy said nothConference and a club from the Rocky Mountain area are u:mally in ing out of line to the official. DayI«
the field. So if Xavier wishes to enhance its chances for a bid to ton made the three free throws
either tournament, the Muskies MUST WIN both at home and on and then took the ball out at midcourt and sank a field goal for a
foreign courts.
five point play. Pelkington made
.
two f1·ee throws which RoggenFreshman cage mentor Don Ruberg must experience numerous burk matched with a field goal
sleepless nights during exam week and the subsequent semester holi- for a score of 70-69 with 1:37 left.
days. Annually Ruberg undoubtedly wonders- how many of his ballThe Muskies then worked . the
playe1·s will return for the second-semester portion of the schedule. ball lor a good shot and Frank
7th 6 VINE
..
CA 1-6500
Last yeai· Bob Pelkinglon and Gil ,Sliney were ruled ineligible,· forPinchback got it with 55 seconds
THREE PERFORMANCES DAILY
CHILDREN UNDER 12
ward Pat Schipani .transferred to Duquesne and reserve guard Nick
AT 2; 5;15; 8:30 .
75c AT ALL TIMES
to go, but he missed the layup.
Weldon switched to Morehead. For college games Ruberg had just
NO
SEATS
RESERVED
•
seven men, because center Jerry Rump ·could only compete against Bob Pelkington and Bill ChmieAAU teams. Tim Wood and Bob Kane were then added to the squad. lewski tied each other up on the

lharquette are playing tonight at the Xavier Fieldhouse. The game
·a. fiiial seore shortly."· An announcer for another Cincinnati station gave a long rundown of basketball results a few minutes after midnight. He reported how. UC
Dayton, Miami, Vil'la Madonna, Kentucky and Louisville fared but
lie didn't even mention that Xavier was playing Marquette. Don't
our city's "well-informed" sports speciaJists (???) know when XU
1ravels out of town?
·
·
·
g(')t started late. We expect to have

•

•

•

'

CINCINNATl HAS BEEN SELECTED .
AS ONE OF THE FIVE CITIES
FOR A SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF
"JUDGMENT AT

JUDIMENT

•

Nu11Ma11a

. ..

NOW SHOWINC!

CAPITOL Theatre

This year the news was again disheartening. Starting center Jerry
Linneman and reserves Steve Watson and John Mehall were declared
ineligible. Tim Muth was lost through illness. Alt'eady the frosh had
lost their starting guard and top playmaker, Joe McNeil (eye ope1·ation).
As was the case in 1960-61, Coach Ruberg's squad is far from
ready to toss in the towel. After the departu!'e of Pelkington in '60-'61,
the frosh won five of their remaining six contests. In three of these
games, they scored 100 Ol' more points. Tom Freppon, Chuck Kegler
and Fred Irwin spa!'klecl in the closing part of the season.
The 1961-62 Little Muskies likewise got sparkling performances
in their, first second-semester game. Jack Loeffler and Dick Metz
filled in brilliantly as the frosh upended Dayton.·

•

•

J

SIC FLICS

•

Fo!'mer Xavie!' cage C(lach· Ned Wulk is completing another remarkable basketball season at Arizona State. The Sun Devils became
the first· team to qualify for the NCAA tournament when they outlasted West Texas State, 107-103, on February JO: In 1960-61 the Sun
Devils turned in the best record in school history (23-6), finished on
top of the .Border Conference and placed second in the NCAA Regionals, getting by Southern California and Seattle, before bowing to
Utah.
.
Wulk is detini.tely putting Arizona Slate on the m?P as far as basketball is concerned. The Sun Devils have been a football power for
a number of yea1·s, but until Wulk came on the scene, basketball was
not a popular sport at the school. Jn the last four years though, attendance has risen from 1,500 to 4,500 fans pel' game. The Musketee1·s
c!,on't average 4,000 people a game in the Fieldhouse.
·

•

•

•

FACTS AND FIGURES: 'fhe Bradley-Louisville game at Freedom
Hall drew 17,347 fans last Saturday night. A last second tip-in by
Chet Walker gave Bradley an 80-79 win. Walker had 40 points for
the JJraves . . . . Since they absorbed two setbacks in the Holiday Festival tourney, Providence has won ten games in a· row. The Friars
were heavily favored to make Rhode Island their eleventh strnight
victim Tuesday night .••• Detroit's Dave De ·Busschere set an alltime single game Titan scoring reco1·d against Dayton last Saturday.
De Busschere's 44 points surpassed the inark of 42 established by
Guy Sparrow on December 30, 1953. The Titan All-American fell
five points short of the Dayton Fieldhouse record ol 49 point.Ii held
bJ Don Mineke.' By the way, Detroit took the 1ame, 97-75.

"Another Chesterfield? But

I just gave you one last week!"
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAK& 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

GET WITH T"E GRAND PRIX ••• ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

. ,/I
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West Coast Team

At Fieldhouse
"Invincible-at-home" X a v i c r
returns to the friendly "orangecolored" rims of Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse tomonow night.
'l'he Muskies will be seeking their
tenth straight victory at the FicldJ1ousc and their eleventh in a row
in Cincinnati when they entertain
the Portland Pilots.

Little Muskies Dump Dayton;
Face Top AAU Five Saturday
\

Two substitutes came oif the
bench in the second half and
helped the Xavier freshmen regjgter an 84-80 win over the Dayton frosh at Cincinnati Gardens.
Dick ·Metz and Jack Loef!fer,
pressed into service because of the
loss of Steve Watson, Jerry LinThc game is the Pilots' second neman and John Mehall, replaced
on an Eastern tour dming whi<;h John Stasio and Bill Warf with
they visit Dayton, Xavier and more than thirteen minutes to
Seton Hall.
play,
Portland compiled a 16 _9 mark
~ t season . H owever, ti1e p·1
] us
1 ot s
h
b t .
11avc had little t
o e eer a ou m
19G·l-62. They have downed West
'.l.'exas State, Portland State and
Idaho State. Oregon, Seatttle and
highly-regarded Or c r. on State
have all whipped the We:st Coast
five twice.

wit?

Stasio fouled out
15:40 left
and
him to the
'd . Warf followed
.
s1 ehnes two mmules later when
h
'tt d h. f"1f h I 1
e commi e
is
t
ou •
Metz, a G-3, 181 lb. forward
from Cincinnati St. Xavie1-, turned
in an excellent defensive effort
and pulled down a couple of key
rebounds late in the skirmish.

star backliner really went to work
in the final half, He connected
on 6 of 9 two-point tries and added
11 for 13 at the charity stripe for
a twenty-three point second half
performance.
· Jim Bothen pumped in 21 mark·
ers and grabbed a team-high total of 12 rebounds for Xavier.
Checorski topped Dayton with
21 points. Kauffman dropped in
17 markers and Bob Sullivan hit
for 10.
Sullivan, who scored 33 points
against XU in an earlier meeting
between the two schools, sat out
the first 26 minutes of the battle
at the Gardens.
.
Once inserted into the lineup
the G-3, 190 pounder :Crom West· b UC k eted 5 of the
mon t ' I i1·molS,
8 shots he atte,,niptcd.
The score was very close
throughout the en tire contest.
Dayton twice was on top by six
points at 42-36 and again at 44-38.
The Little Muskies' largest bulge
was seven, 84-77, with eighty seconds to go.

Tomorrow night's conl!.'sl is the
Loeffler, a 5-9, 158 lb. backcourt
second in history between Xavier man from II am i 1 t 0 n Catholic,
and Portland. The Muskies have played a superb floor game for
won the Ione game played in the the Little Muskies.
series.
Fred Foster, Steve Thomas and
The Musketeers take to the road Jim Bothen also performed brilliantly for XU.
again Wednesday. XU travels to
Bowling Green, Kentucky, lo chal·
Foster had his best offensive
The score was tied 20 times and·
lcngc Western Kentucky.
night of the campaign. He tossed
. in 17 points, making 6 of 12 FG changed. hands a total of 21 times
The Hilltoppers bowed lo Xa- attempts and converting 5 of 7 during the forty minutes of action.
vier, 95-83, on Dccembe1· 30. A free throws. Foster was outstandXU's victory enabled Coach Rucrowd of 2,044 saw Jack Thobe ing defensively as well.
berg's squad to gain revenge for
collect 31 points and Bob PelkingSteve Thomas was XU's lead- two losses to the Flyer yearlings
ton swish through 29 more for X.
ing point-maker with 25. Thomas in 1960-61.
Aii-American candidate Bobby was held to only two points in
The triumph raised Xavier's
Rascoe topped Western with 30~ the opening h a I f by Dayton's .record to 9 wins and 4 defeats.
Rascoe, a 6-4 190 lb. guard, is Kaufman.
X had previously slipped by Dayamong the top ten scorers in the
However, the Little Muskies' ton, 73-72, on January 3.
nation with an average of better
than 25 points a game. The
Owensboro, Kentucky, senior is
considered to be an excellent professional prospect.
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FG % : XU .464; Opp, .385
FT %: XU .688; Opp••637
*No lonrer with team.

============================
New Cager

Tomorrow night the freshmen
face Bud's Cafe at 6:30 p.m. The
Cafe-men are the defending disBrian Williams, a 6-5 basketball
trict AAU ch a m P s and have star from Danville, Illinois, has
whipped the UC and Dayton frosh transferred to Xavier from St.
teams. Bud's Cafe posted victories Louis University.
in their first fourteen cage engagements.
Williams was na~ed to Dell
Magazine's high-school All-AmerBud's lineup includes L a r r Y ican team in his senior year. He
Chanay of Montana State, .Jerry averaged 28.6 points per game.
Thelen, Don and Ray Albrinck of
Villa Madonna,-Lany Willey, ·forWilliams will not be eligible fot•
mer teammate of the. "Big O" at collegiate competitio~ u n t i 1 the
Cincinnati, ·and Roland Wierille second semester of his sophomore
of Eastern Kentucky.
year.
·
Members ot the Jamaco Saints•
'Xavier dumped the local AAU
basketball team which whipped
quintet, 86-72, · last year. Joe the XU frosh, 91-80, called Wll•
Geiger and ·Tom Freppon had 24 Iiams a · "genuine high school Alland 22 points respectively for XU. American."

Wednesday's clash will be the
twenty-third meeting between XU
and Western Kentucky. The Kentuckians own a 12-10 edge in the
series.
Ed Diddle, head coach at the
Bowling Green college, was recovering from surgcr~· . when X
clipped the Hilltoppers here.
Diddle, who started the season
with more victories (732) than
any other coach in basketball, is
back directing Western.
Since the return of Uncle Ed
the Hilltoppers have co1med seve~
of nine ball games. They arc in
first place in the Ohio Valley Conference.

Dayton
(Continued from Pa.re 5)
Bob Pelkington was fouled with
seconds remaining, but he
missed his free throw and Dayton
got the rebound and called time
out with 8 seconds to go.
JO

On the in bounds !'lay, Dayton
fil'cd the ball to Roggcnburk whol
sped upcourt but instead of shooting, he lost control of the ball and
Joe Geiger gained posrnssion as
the final horn sounded.

I

From the field, X hit on 27 of
59 for 46% and as a team X committed onl,y 8 personal Louis.

"·•
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Jack Thobe is regularly Xavier's
outstanding scorer against. Western. Co-Captain Thobe has ripped
the cords for 121 points in five
appearances against the Hilltoppcrs.

Xavier was in Milwaukee .Saturday night for a date with Ed
Hickey's Marque· t t c Warriors.
Very few had hopes that X could
bring home a victor>", but this is
what they did for thek fit·st win
outside Cincinnati. The final score
was 68-Gl. Xavier took over the
lead 26-24 late in the first half
and were never headed aflcr that.
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"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa estl"
says Sextus (Crazy Legs) Cato, Bacchus Cup winner.
"There are lots of filter cigarettes around,., says Crazy Legs,
"but e pluribus unum stands out-Dual Filter Tareyton. For
the best taste of the best tobaccos, try Tareyton-one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gustibus ! "

DUAL FILTER

,Tareyton
.......;· ......

""""" cre•.c..-. .r&. c,..,.-·~,

r ..e Seve•
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.Heiselmann On Katanga
(Coa&lllwed from Pase Z)

Needless to say, you, I, and everyone else would immediately cry,
"Foul!"· and demand that the
members of the Better. NeighborJiood Citizens' Reform· Committee
keep their cotton-pickin' hands to
· themselves henceforth.
And if you have not seen the
analo1y- yet, you are blind.
"We have always advocated the
principle - that a people has a
right to determine for itself what
its type . of government will be.
The precedent established by the
U.N. in the Congo is a dangerous
one. If the U.N. is allowed to send
troops into the Congo, then it
necessarily follows that it can send
them into any country of •the
world for the purpose of settling
dornestic p o 1 i t i c a I problems."
Those are the words of Senator
Frank Lausche, Democrat, who
has almost always, until the Katangan battles, supported the policies of the United (?) Nations.
"The U.N., instead of serving
as an agency to. mediate differences among the· various factions
in the Congo, has been attempting
to force Moise · Tshombe to· join
the central government of the
Congo, which is infiltrated by
Communists and communist sympathizers." Those are the words
of the man that didn't come very
far from becoming President of
these Uriited States, Richard Nixon. He, too, nas been, until recent. Jy, a very strong booster of the
United (?) Nations. ·

and William H. Wilbur; publishers Henry Regnery, William A
Rusher, and William Loeb; Negro
Pittsburgh n e w s p a p e r editor
George S. Schuyler; authors William F. Buckley Jr., James Burnham, Taylor Caldwell, and John
Dos Passos; and Professors Thomas Molnar, Richard M. Waver,
David N. Rowe (Yale),· ·Lev. E.
Dobri.1nsky (Georgetown), Phillip
Bard (Johns Hopkins), Gerhardt
Niemeyer (Notre Dame), and Anthony T. Bouscaren. And that is
not the complete list.
The ACFA TKFF sent Professor
Ernest van den Haag to Katanga
around the 1st of January, and,
on January 9, received this message from him, reading in part:
"UN soldiers commited unbelievable atrocities here. . . .UN
transformed Elizabethville into
battle field in attempt to intimi-

Series Of A rt Lectures Set;
Art Academy Dean To Speak

date anti-Communi~t Katangans."I
(See New York Tunes, January
12, for reference.>
"Impossible!" you say?
.
The Taft Broadcasting Com- · This year's Fine Arts (B Series) tions of a number of Americnn
pany recently broadcast the text Convocation Series will include a1 mus~ums and art galleries of note,
of a letter received from a Baptist new feature on religious art to Iincluding that of the Cincinnati
missionary in the Congo• Rev · El- b e presen t e d w1'th th e cooprra't·ion Art Museum. A graduate of the
mer real, who claims that UN
. .
. Boston Sch~l of the Museum of
seldiers had shelled his home, then of the Art Academy of Cmcmnah. Fine Arts, Mr. Barnett spent three
took it over, tortured Katangan Herbert P. Barnett, Dean of the years as a student in-Europe benatives who demonstrated against Art Academy, is scheduled to pre- fore beginning a teaching and adthem, and, in one case, beat up sent a series of four lectures, en- ministrative career in several
a helpless Catholic priest of about titled "Great Religious Art From I eastern art schools. In addition to
70 years of age-for reasons un- The· Middle Ages To The Present his duties as Dean of the Cincinknown.
Day." Emphasis in the lectures nati Art Academy, Mr. Barnett
And the United states is help- wil~ be g~ven. to paintings, ~ut the serves. as . instruc.tor in Painting
ing to financt? the whole mess.
series will mclude material on and P1ctonal Design.
architecture as well, especially in
the section devoted to· contemFirst in the series of four Iecporary art. The lectures will be tures will be a talk on medieval
a~companied b;Y :). showing. of Iart, to· be given on Monday, Febshdes cover 1 n g representative ruary 19, at 1:30 in the Cash room.
works spanning the period.
It will be followed by three Jec-

;:::============:.
THE SHIRT
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Mr. Barnett is an artist in his· lures on Wednesday, March 21;
own right, and his paintings are 1 Monday, April 2; and Wednesday,
included in the permanent collec- 1April 4.

I 00/0 Di1co1nl On Al Meals WH• T•is Ad

LAUNDRY
3616

Mont~ome1'7

CHICO'S

Road

363Z MONTGOMERY ROAD

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana

Italiata and A11aerienn ·Food

Few Blocks North ot the Dorm

Enjoy a Late.Breakfast with us on Saturday and Sunday morninir
(One Block South of Dana Avenue)

•

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF Df\Y BUNDLES
4-HOUR SERVICE •

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

"--------------...J

Similar statements were obtained by the American Committee For Aid To Katanga Freedom
Fighters from former President
Herbert Hoover, Democrat Senators Thomas J. 'Dodd and Strom
Thurmond, Republican Sen a tor
Barry Goldwater, GOP Chairman'
William E. .Miller, and British
Foreign -Secretary Lord Home.

IID\\D'ttt@ll\\ if©rr
rnl\\Dff~Il@ ?'° .

The ACFATKFF (mentioned
above) has called for 1) withdl·awal of all UN forces from Katanga, 2)' immediate discontinuation of U.S. financial support' oi
UN Congo operations, 3) recog'nition of the. Tshombe government by the U.S., and 4) a congressional investigation, with public .hearings, of the UN operations
in the ·Congo.

JEfferson 1-9386
OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 11 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

Automatic cars with button and lever,
controls may seem far out right now. But
Ford Motor Company scien{ists and engineers are busy prying out and buttoning
down some fantastic computercontrolled guidance systems for future
Ford-built cars.
Among the controls now under study at
Ford.· is a radar system that warns a
drili'er when he gets too close to the
vehicle ahead. Another is a short-range
radio frequency device that extends the
limits of drivers' senses by giving advance
information on road surface and weather
conditions, evaluating and appraising
obstacles in the driving path ahead.
When developed, control systems like
these. will enable drivers to enjoy s~fer~
faster driving without fatigue.
Advanced studies of this nature are but
a part of a· continuous and wide-ranging
program that has gained Ford its place
of leadership through scientific research
and engineering.

Although most of these objectives are undoubtedly unattainable, . scores of very prominent
educato1·s, writers, and political
figures are nevei·theless, on principle, endorsing the ACFATKFF.
They include Senators Goldwater
and James o; Eastland; Representatives . Donald Bruce and James
B. Utt; Gene1·als A. C. Wedemeyer

MOTOR COMPANY

lhe American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
PllODUC:TS FOll·THI AMllllC:AN llOAD •THI FAllM
• INDUSTRY• AND THI AGI OF SP.ACS

DANCING
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL
4815 TOWER AVE.

ST. BERNARD
AV 1-94i5
MUSIC_ BY SHADES OF ILUI
-----------~---~---~~~--.

ABE BAUMRING
PHARMACY
3618 Montirosr.ery Rd.
Between Chico's and the

~hlrt

laundry

New England
Hat
Manufacttu·ing
Co1npany

I

-

*

118 Ea1t Sixth Street

Claciauti, Ollie
/

Part! El1ht
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IExcerpts From NSA omm1ttee eport

l

would mean that due eonsldera- its stated alma In favor of takln«
tion would be ne<:essar;r.
a suspicious yet firm position in

~n~ent

::~!~s::e :~ti~nN;re::~1:

Before glving full
to our
entrance I want a definite form of this committee to support the conEd. Note: The followillg reports are excerpts from the majority and minority opinions of the Student representation agrr<.:!d ~p.on. It tention that the primary concern
CotLncil Committee invest.igating the possibility of Xavier's enterh1g the National _Student Association.
w?uld seem ~o me that this is what of the NSA is the welfare of the
·
will determine the wo~th ~f the college student. Rather, the weilht
Committeeman No. I
wrong thing (by interpreting their organization to the Umversity.
of the evidence clearly illustrates
Commlt&eeman No. 1
constitution too broadly or takthat the NSA is largely preoccu•
I believe that entry into the
It "'.ould seem to me .th~t ing the wrong stands), Xavier
Commltteemaa Ne. I
pied with leftist political actlvAW.
NSA would be a tremendous aid the main advantages of Xavier s should, try to correct it rather than
Any beneficial and non-politic.a
in building a better more active joining the ~SA ~ould be among bury its head in the sand. It is
The NSA has a 1rowing record programs carried on by the NSA
student body and a more informed he following: m!er-change of important to remember that when of affiliation with questionable are completely eclipsed by their
Student Council. Xavier students ideas between Xa.vier. ~nd other considering entrance the main political causes. Purporting to be in v o 1 v em en t in controversial
could share and exchange ideas colleges and umvei·sities, good points should be what the group,
. t'
h
f
tion is areas. In fact it la highly doubtand accomplishments with other public relatio~s f~r the Unidve~--can do for- Xavier-we owe nolatn orhgamzatihon wt tose funtche stu ful that Xavier could concrete~
·
·t·
sity by becommg 1nvo1 v e m
.
o en ance e s a us o
students from other umvers1 ies. thoughtful discussions and debate, lo~~a!ty to a~ organization we are dent in his role as a student the benefit in any manner throup
10
·
and trying to represent Xavier no
as ye·
!NSA has consistently subjugated membership in the NSA.
Committeeman No. Z properly in an organization which
I cast my vote for entrance into I - - - - - .___:.,·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The benefits de1·ived from be- _claims to represent the opinion of the National Student Association
with some. reservations. I would
longing to the NSA seem to out- the students of America.
weigh any disadvantage due to
Objections have been brought recommend that we enter with the
stands taken on political issues. It
. t th
d . .
f X
provision to withdraw at the end
seems that the best way to dis- up agams
e a mission
a- of one year's time. The reason for
co\·er just what the NSA can do vier in the NSA chiefly by cam- this is so that a great amount of
fo1· Xavier is to get in it, and at- pus "conservatives" :who challenge debate will be necessary before
tempt to derive the most from it. the political activities and the Xavier renews its entrance. It
Xavier will get out of the NSA Americanism of the organization, would seem to me that unless this
what it puts into it.
particularly at the top. I know of is done· the matter will be little
no evidence to prove any Un- more than a formality. We would
committeeman No. s
Americanism in the organization, 1re-enter, a 1 m o s t automatically.
but it seems heavily political in , This then is not good in my opinI think there is evidence that its orientation, and treads not so ion since we can only find out
today's college student is inter- lightly in both dangerous and con- whether the organization is doing
ested in all phases of his present troversial areas. It would seem to us any good after having been in
and future life. The NSA offers me that if the organization is do- it for awhile. I think we ought
the information and sounding- ing the right thing in its political to take the initial chance on the
858 Eut McMUlaa
WO 1-H7'
bnard which can help Xavier to fields, Xavier ought to get be- condition that we renew only undevelop socially and politically. hind them. If they are doing the der the above conditions, which ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The time has come to stop hiding
our heads in the sand and establish relations with our fellow studpn ts acro::-s the country and
across the world.

!
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The Shield ol Quality

Committeeman No. -I
B~· joining NSA, Xavier stud0nts will be given the opportunity to discuss and ,exchange ideas
with other students from other
colleges about matters that affect
students in gene1·al. Xavier will
have access to the wealth of material -stored in NSA's files.
Through the association with other
colleges, Xavier will be given the
opportunity to show itself as one
of the leading Catholic educational institutions of America.

Committeeman No. 5
The association (NSA) h as
many good possibilities that outweigh the bad. It is worth a try
for a perifld of one year or two.
Perhaps a representative can be
sent to the next summer meeting.

Committeeman No. 6
After giving this matter full
attention and consideration, I vote
YES for the the admittance of the
student body of Xavie1· University into the National Student As-:
sociation. I think the good points:
far outweigh the bad points.

Sign up for
Advanced
Army ROTC ... ·

And right away,

you'll feel better about
your . Military Obligation ..•
Because you know, as an. officer,
your ~ilitary service will be a stimulating and rewarding experience. You
will enjoy the pay, the prestige, the traditional privileges of an officer •••
your military service can pay off handsomely in later life. For example,
ROTC can be tremendously helpful when a man starts his climb up the
civilian ladder. Success in the executive areas of business and industry
comes earlier and more substantially to the man who can lead. Few
are born leaders; but leadership can be learned. And Advanced ROTC
is a great place to learn it •••

Committeeman No. 7
I vote YES with a stipulation.
Fir~l of all negatively, I believe
that there will be no problems on
the national level with the socalled "communist" or "pink"
tendencies of the National Student
Association. And if such problems do occur, the trial membership which I stipulate will enable
Xavier University Student Council to withdraw from NSA.

OVEI 18 DAICE
SETOI I. of C. HALL
Clenway 6 Sunset -

Skip Algyre's Dance Music
8:30 - 12:30
Admission $1.00 Per Person
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_ you will. be contributing to the limit of your potentialities in one of the
biggest jobs we face today ... you can help keep America so strong
the war the whole world dreads need never happen.

During your 2-year Advanced Army ROTC course,
there will be a subsistence allowance of $535. Uniforms and military
textbooks are paid for. There is a $117 allowance for your six-week
summer camp training, plus travel all~wance. And when you're
·
commissioned, a $300 uniform allowance. ·

And then, of course,

there is the warm sense of accomplishment you
will feel in June 1963 when the gold bars of a Second Lieutenant are
pinned on your Army uniform.

